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About This Game

Stalkers, modifying their driving buckets with Zone artifacts, created almost flying cars capable of hovering above ground for
several minutes, before an inevitable and irreparable fall onto the desktop. They created real monsters to do DEATH

BATTLES!

Two modes, three types of cars, opponents from all over the Internet. Fight for yourself or join a suicide team to be killed by an
enemy base.

Features:

- Three types of floating cars, each has its own role on the battlefield, but all equally useless - no discrimination.

- A special physics of floating, which can cause both love and hatred.

- Respawn will restore the car after an imminent death; fight up to the last second or while the game does not freeze.

- Earn points to improve cars right in the process of battle, - almost a legalized cheat.

- Collect artifacts to speed up the victory.

- Absence of pay-to-win, you can not get a victory with money, but you can make donations for the sake of unique appearance.
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- Make a feasible contribution through Workshop, creating your own objects, characters, machines and whole game modes on
Unreal 4. Show the developers how to do it right.

- Morally outdated graphics and effects, lack of a chat - nothing should distract a stalker from the game.

- The awkward interface will create additional challenge.

- Unique technology to capture the movement of an eye. Interact with interfaces with your own eyes!

- Special psychological test that selects opponents and teammates. Tired of playing with people not your level? Play only with
your own.
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Title: ZoneDriver
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Racing
Developer:
Cybertime System
Publisher:
Cybertime System
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 3,2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 6800 / ATI X1800 (256 MB)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Directx 9.0c compatible

Additional Notes: Internet speed 512 Kbps

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This game is weird, it feels dull and uninspired and the controls also feel clunky. Although the 3d models of this games are
pretty nice to look at, in my opinion, it's not a cool game to play. I played a lot of combat vehicle racing or arena games, and I
must say that I don't recommend this one at all. And let me tell you, running away and shooting those anomalies is the very
definition of tedious and unfun. I wonder who thought that it would be actually cool?!

The whole game It's like an unfinished experiment or should I say a mess of a game.
Oh and although it's not a free to play game, did I mention it even has microtransactions for cosmetics, such as vehicle skins?

I bought the game mainly because it reminded me of an old school game from the mid-'90s that I enjoyed, called Zone Raiders
(1995). Also, the title is very similar. However, I soon found out that Zone Riders is still a superior game after all these years,
IMO. The hover physics and the overall feel of driving make it a more enjoyable game than this one and let's not forget that it
also had a story mode...

So, do I recommend Zone Driver?

Nope, not really. Rather get Zone Raiders instead.. Wtf, so much lag\/bug\/drop-frame, I want my money back >_< or make
something with this, the control it very bad, -_-
. You ride a flying car and crash everything around. What could be better?. What can we see when we buy this game? Good
graphics, physics and unique gameplay? No. Completely original mechanics? Also no. But what and why we buy it? As for me
it's a kinda clone of Crossout, mobile games and LOR from Stalker. It is bad or good, everyone can decide for himself. My
opinion game deserves attention and in view of the fact that only early access to developers with the help of the community will
be able to make an interesting game. Recommend this product.. game NEVER Loaded - A TON OF WORK TO BE DONE .
until then - it isnt worth the little spent . more time waiting for game to load than its worth what little spent. The game is quite
fun, it reminds me a little bit of the vehicle fights in games like Halo.

The game is far from finished but what impressed me the most was that there is a leaderboard, matchmaking, a solid foundation
of a game to be finished and unique physics to the weapons of each "class".

I expect to see this as a fun game you will play every so often like dota, CSGO, Depth ect. The type of game you log on for a
few matches until your heart is content and then you leave it until next time.

For the price, if you fancy the idea of the game then you should buy it. It can only get better from here and it is already certainly
playable.

Although there is no ranking yet the leaderboards in the lobby give you some recognition for your skill and if your truely good at
the game then having your name at the top of the leaderboard for everyone to see is greater than having a rank. ;)

Finally, this is a big thing for me and it really is good because I am sick of all the EA's which come out and you cant find a game
with other players. I live in Australia and finding a game can be quite difficult, this game seems to have no clear issues with high
ping and there is actually only 1 server location from what I can tell. This is great because no matter what time you decide to
play you will be matched with players all around the world and wont be waiting very long to find a game.

See you all in the game.. Tried finding a match for nearly 2 hours before I gave up and received a refund. No single player mode
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